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CHAPTER 1: UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS
1.1 BACKGROUND
The final report publication process involves four key milestones:





Submission of a draft report for technical review (due four months prior to contract
expiration).
Incorporation of technical comments for TL approval.
Submission of TL-approved draft report for editorial review (due two months prior to
contract expiration).
Incorporation of editorial comments, including accessibility requirements (prior to contract
expiration).

MnDOT has the following expectations regarding this process:










The Principal Investigator (PI) will use MnDOT’s report template and follow the MnDOT
Research Report Guidelines.
Although initial drafts may be submitted as PDFs, drafts must be submitted in a current version
of Microsoft Word (.docx) once the editorial review begins.
The PI will ensure that all content is original and/or reprinted with appropriate permissions.
The PI will perform a thorough spelling and grammar check of the final draft. When the report
goes through an editorial review, only the abstract, executive summary, first chapter, and
conclusion receive a thorough edit.
The PI will honor the conditions of their contract by meeting deliverable deadlines.
Since the technical review and editorial review each take up to two months to complete, the PI
should plan accordingly. The PI will submit the initial draft final report four months before
contract expiration unless special circumstances are worked out with the TL.
If the PI is pursuing a patent related to the project, please check with MnDOT about the process
and timing for publicizing the information.

1.2 REPORT REVIEW PROCESS
Research reports go through a technical and editorial review process before the final submittal of the
report. Here is a quick look at the report review process.


The PI works with the project’s Technical Advisory Panel (TAP). The panel consists of the PI,
Technical Liaison (TL), Project Coordinator (PC), and other experts who may contribute to the
project and provide input during the research process and the writing of the report.



When a draft research report is ready, researchers should submit a Microsoft Word and/or PDF
file of the draft report to the MnDOT Project Coordinator for technical review by the TAP.
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University of Minnesota researchers should copy Beth Andrews (andr0274@umn.edu) when
they submit their draft report.


After incorporating the technical comments, the PI sends the revised draft to the PC and TL for
final technical approval. The PC and TL ensure that all technical comments have been addressed.



The PC then sends the approved draft (in Microsoft Word format) for editorial review to Beth
Andrews (andr0274@umn.edu) at the Center for Transportation Studies If the need is
immediate, the editorial and technical reviews can be done simultaneously to save time.
(Reports must follow the editorial guidelines that are outlined in Chapter 2, Formatting the
Report. The guidelines help ensure quality and consistency in the presentation of research
results. It is highly recommended that all researchers review this chapter prior to working on a
draft report. Time can be saved by following these guidelines from the beginning of the
process.)



The PI receives editorial comments from CTS and incorporates them into the report. At this
time, the PI also works with CTS to draft alternative text for the report’s figures and images. The
TL and CTS are available to resolve questions or concerns.



The PI submits to CTS the final draft of the report in Microsoft Word.



A last review of the final deliverable will take place. If necessary, the PI may be asked to make
minor corrections and resubmit deliverables.



Beth Andrews from CTS submits the final PDF of the entire report to MnDOT.

1.3 DISTRIBUTION
Promoting the availability of research results is an important component of advancing implementation
and innovation.
MnDOT will send e-mails announcing newly-published research reports to transportation libraries and
the Transport Research International Documentation (TRID) database. The project’s PI and TL may
submit additional e-mail addresses for distribution
In addition, MnDOT will highlight research results and the availability of research reports in its
publications and communications.
1.4 RESPONSIBILITIES
Electronic publishing involves several key steps, with researchers and MnDOT sharing responsibility for
the tasks involved in publishing a research report.
The following summary describes who is responsible for the key tasks.
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Researchers (PIs) are responsible for the following tasks:


Producing the draft research report.



Submitting all deliverables as outlined in the deliverable section.



Submitting e-mail addresses of those they would like to receive announcements of report
availability.



Addressing all technical comments. In cases of disagreement regarding technical or editorial
content, the PC will initiate a resolution process.



Incorporating editorial comments and ensuring grammar and spelling are correct.



Adhering to these guidelines. Exceptions to the guidelines are allowed if they add to the reader’s
understanding of the content. These guidelines are specific to MnDOT reports and may differ
from requirements of other publishing organizations.



Writing descriptions of graphics to meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.

CTS is responsible for the following tasks:


Providing editorial review, which consists of:
o

checking for compliance with R&I’s Publishing Guidelines, which are primarily about
formatting and consistency;

o

copyediting the abstract, executive summary, the first chapter, and the conclusions
chapter; and

o

writing a short description for the website.



Reviewing draft and final reports and associated metadata.



Generating report covers and finalizing the tech doc and title pages.



Producing a PDF of the final report.



Formatting the final report so it is ADA-compliant.



Sending the final PDF and supporting files to MnDOT for publication.

MnDOT is responsible for the following tasks:


Conducting the technical review of the report.



Posting PDFs to the website.
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Sending e-mail announcements.



Advertising on social media.
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CHAPTER 2: FORMATTING THE REPORT
These guidelines apply to research reports that are produced for the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT). Researchers who prepare reports are responsible for following these
guidelines, which help ensure quality and consistency in the presentation of research results.
2.1 REPORT FORMAT
Reports must be formatted according to these guidelines using our report template in Word format.
Reports that are not formatted according to the guidelines will be returned to the author, who will be
responsible for revising the report.
2.1.1 General













Follow the Chicago Manual of Style for guidelines related to punctuation.
Another information source is Guidelines for Preparing Federal Highway Administration
Publications (Chapter 5 of FHWA’s Publications and Printing Handbook), found here:
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/legsregs/directives/orders/h17104.htm.
Your report will go through an editing process at CTS. The editor will primarily check for
compliance with these formatting guidelines. It will be the author’s role to make corrections in
response to the edit. Please note that the editor will not check for grammar and spelling except
in the abstract, executive summary, first chapter, and conclusion. Frequently, grammar issues
that are flagged in the executive summary are also prevalent throughout the report. It is the
author’s role to check the remainder of the report for these issues as well as for errors in
spelling, grammar, mathematical equations, etc.
Electronic research reports must be accessible to people with disabilities under Section 508 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and required by Minnesota State law as of 2009.
See section 3.1.3 Accessibility for details.
It is the author’s role to obtain permission to use copyrighted material. Permission must be
obtained to use any table, photo, artwork, screenshots of online maps, or significant excerpts of
text. The author will be liable for any violation of copyright laws.
It is acceptable to put references in footnotes. A footnote can also be used as a supplementary
comment that does not warrant its own appendix. Only use an asterisk if a numeral could lead
to confusion (e.g., being mistaken for an exponent).
Be consistent in the use of capitalization, hyphens, titles, specialized terms, etc., with the
exception of material that is directly quoted or imported appendix content.

2.1.2 Font


Use 11-point font in the typeface Calibri.
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2.1.3 Report Pages












Use one-inch margins on all sides.
Assign style headings to your report sections and figures in order to create an automatic Table
of Contents, List of Figures, and List of Tables.
Align your text to the left. Justification can create irregular spacing when saved as a PDF.
Begin each chapter on its own page; include the chapter’s title at the top of the page.
Use Arabic numerals for page numbering in the report’s body. Start page numbering with the
introduction (Chapter 1). This page numbering style should end with the references.
Leave the technical report documentation page, title page, acknowledgments, table of contents,
list of tables, list of figures, and executive summary without page numbers. An exception can be
made for the executive summary if you wish to use lowercase Roman numerals to distinguish it
from the rest of the report. See page 11 for instructions on numbering the appendices.
Center page numbers at the bottom of the page within the one-inch margin.
Do not include author name, decorative elements, date, logos, or other information on the top
or bottom of the page.
Do not include any blank pages in the report.
Avoid placing the last line of a paragraph by itself on a following page, particularly when it would
fall on an otherwise blank page. Likewise, avoid positioning the first line of a paragraph alone on
a preceding page.

2.1.4 Abbreviations



It is strongly encouraged to include a List of Abbreviations in the report. See 2.2.9 for more
information.
Define abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols the first time they appear in the Abstract, the
Appendix, the executive summary, and the report text, and then use the abbreviation in
additional uses; for example, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) or the Minnesota
Department of Transportation (MnDOT).

2.2 REPORT CONTENTS
Organization of the report may vary depending on its subject, length, and complexity. However, in most
situations reports should contain the following elements in the order shown below:








Report cover (furnished by CTS).
Alternative format note (furnished by CTS; see section 2.2.2).
Technical report documentation page.
Title page.
Acknowledgments (optional).
Table of contents (not required for reports with fewer than 10 pages).
List of tables (not required for reports with fewer than 10 pages).
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List of figures (not required for reports with fewer than 10 pages).
List of Abbreviations (optional).
Executive summary (3-page maximum).
Report body.
o Chapter 1: introduction.
o Subsequent chapters.
o Final chapter: recommendations and/or conclusions.
o References.
Appendices (optional).

Direction on each of the above elements is provided below. Please note documents that should be sent
as separate files.
2.2.1 Report Cover
CTS furnishes this item.
2.2.2 Alternative Format Note
CTS furnishes this item. This note serves as the second page of the finished report file and instructs
readers how to request the report in an alternative format.
2.2.3 Technical Report Documentation Page
Complete the Technical Report Documentation (TRD) page, which is the first page of our report
template. Information services and libraries use information on this page for their databases, which
transportation practitioners and others access to find information.
Either fill in the following elements of a blank technical report documentation page or provide the
following information to CTS:







Title and subtitle.
Author(s), name, and address of organization(s) that conducts the research.
Sponsoring agencies’ names and addresses.
Abstract (maximum 250-word summary of the report’s most significant information). Please
note that your abstract should be revised at the end of the project to incorporate results and
findings.
Document analysis/descriptors (also known as keywords). These are terms that would help the
report be found in a Web or database search. Once you provide them, CTS library staff will
adjust them per the Transportation Research Thesaurus to adhere to standard vocabulary.

An example and instructions for completing the TRD page are shown in Appendix A. If a report consists
of separate volumes, a TRD page is needed for each volume.
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2.2.4 Title Page
Provide the following information for the title page, vertically, left-justified, and in order:
1)

Title of the report in bold. Note that the title is limited to 250 characters including spaces.

2)

Type of report (final report, interim report, summary report, other) in bold.

3)

Prepared by: (can be italicized, but not necessary)

4)

Author’s name(s) (group authors from the same organization together).

5)

Organization(s) represented by the author(s).

6)

Date (month, year) of publication in bold.

7)

Published by: (can be italicized, but not necessary):
Minnesota Department of Transportation, Office of Research & Innovation, 395 John
Ireland Boulevard, Mail Stop 330, St. Paul, MN 55155 (five lines total).

8)

Any applicable disclaimer(s).

Use this disclaimer:
This report represents the results of research conducted by the authors and does not necessarily
represent the views or policies of the Minnesota Department of Transportation or (author’s
organization). This report does not contain a standard or specified technique.
The authors, the Minnesota Department of Transportation, and (author’s organization) do not
endorse products or manufacturers. Any trade or manufacturers’ names that may appear herein
do so solely because they are considered essential to this report.
See Appendix B for title page layout.
2.2.5 Acknowledgments
The inclusion of acknowledgments is optional. The acknowledgments page recognizes the individuals
and organizations that funded or significantly contributed to the research project. Keep
acknowledgments to a maximum of one page. The acknowledgments page comes before the table of
contents and the executive summary. See Appendix C for examples.
2.2.6 Table of Contents
General rules for the table of contents are as follows and are illustrated by example in Appendix D:


Reports consisting of 10 or fewer pages do not require a table of contents.
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Titles for each chapter listing should read exactly as in the report body.
Tables of contents should reflect the hierarchy of chapters and sections. Hierarchy can be
reflected by indenting sections. Table of contents items should be identical to text headings.
Appendix titles (but not page numbers) should be included in the table of contents.
If chapters are written separately by different authors, their names should not appear in the
table of contents, but should be noted under the appropriate chapter heading in the report
body.
The table of contents should not include a listing of any pages that are not numbered.
Table of contents pages are not numbered.

2.2.7 List of Tables and List of Figures
If the report includes tables and figures, a list of tables and list of figures are required, following the
table of contents. The list of tables and/or list of figures sequentially list each table/figure number and
title, as well as the page number on which it appears. You may add the list of figures and/or list of tables
on the same page as the table of contents, if space allows without going to a new page. Otherwise,
begin the list of tables and/or list of figures on a new page. If the list of tables and list of figures can fit
together on one page, it is permissible to have them do so; otherwise start the second list on a new
page.
2.2.8 List of Abbreviations
If the report contains a long list of frequently-used abbreviations, include the list before the Executive
Summary.
2.2.9 Executive Summary
An executive summary is required for all MnDOT reports. The executive summary provides a concise
synopsis of the research issue, the main findings or results, conclusions, the significance of the research,
recommendations and next steps, and potential benefits. Limit the length of the executive summary to
no more than three pages, as it should be able to stand alone as a brief summary of the research
project. Because it is written for a general audience, technical details should be limited.
Readers often turn first to the executive summary for an overview of the project. Because of its
importance, you may be asked to rewrite or rework the executive summary to better reflect the
research project’s findings and conclusions.
In cases of a complex research project with multiple parts, researchers may choose to prepare a
summary document, usually 10 to 20 pages. This summary document may be produced as its own
report, with the approval of CTS and MnDOT. This does not replace the need for an executive summary
in the main report.
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In a few cases, because of patent rights or length and complexity of the material, only an executive
summary will be published. In this instance, the summary will be longer and contain more detail. The
decision to publish only an executive summary will be made jointly by the TAP, MnDOT’s Office of
Research & Innovation (R&I), the PI, and other relevant MnDOT offices. Note that a decision to publish
only an executive summary does not eliminate the author’s contractual requirement for submittal of a
full report to MnDOT in publishable format. In these cases, the cover and box #13 of TRD will state
“Summary Report.”
2.2.10 Introduction
The introduction serves as the report’s first chapter. It addresses the following:


The purpose of the report (research objective).



A description of the research problem and its historical background.



Research goals and the basic approach to the project.



The scope and limits of the research. This describes what is and is not covered in the report.



A brief overview of the general organization of the report.

Unlike the executive summary, it does not include research results, conclusions, recommendations, or
implementation.
While both the introduction and the executive summary discuss the research issue, the introduction
describes the research issue within the context of preparing the reader for what is to follow in the
report. It emphasizes the historical background of the research problem, what the research attempts to
discover, and the basic scheme of the procedure or methods used. The introduction also briefly
describes the general organization of the report so that the reader knows what to expect.
The introduction will vary depending on the objectives stated in the work plan. In some cases, the
introduction may mention previous research done in the report’s topic field including the chief
contributions of others.
2.2.11 Report Body
The report body’s organization and content vary depending on the nature of the research project.
Information to be included and organization of the report will be determined at TAP meetings and will
usually follow the direction indicated in the work plan. Most reports include the background of the
research problem; the research approach and methods; an analysis of research results; conclusions; and
recommendations for implementation and further testing. Segment the report into chapters numbered
sequentially beginning with Arabic numeral 1. Subheadings should be distinguished by numbered
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subsets (1.1, 1.2, etc.) and/or through font changes and indentations as used in this document. Start
each chapter on its own page, with the introduction as the report’s first chapter.
The document should be formally structured using the styles feature in Microsoft Word. By “tagging”
the structure of your report with the correct styles, you can automatically generate a Table of Contents,
List of Figures and List of Tables. This process also helps to make the document accessible for readers
with disabilities. Please be sure to use the MnDOT report template, which has the correct styles pre-set
for your use. If you must copy and paste content from a document with different styles, be sure to
choose the paste option “Keep Text Only” to avoid compatibility issues.
Your document should be tagged as follows:








Choose the “Title” style for the report title, “Acknowledgements,” “Table of Contents,” “List of
Figures,” “List of Tables,” and “Executive Summary.”
Choose the “Level 1 Heading” style for chapter titles.
Choose the “Level 2 Heading” style for level 2 subheadings (i.e. 1.1, 1.2).
Choose the “Level 3 Heading” styles for level 3 subheadings (i.e. 1.1.1, 1.2.1).
Choose the correct heading styles for any additional levels of subheadings.
Choose the “caption” style for any figures and table captions.
Choose the “paragraph” style for body text.

To apply a style, highlight the text in question (such as the title of chapter 1) and click on the appropriate
icon in the Styles ribbon (in this case, Level 1 Heading).
2.2.12 Conclusion and Recommendations
The final chapter within the body should generally contain recommendations and/or conclusions, as well
as next steps and potential benefits.
2.2.13 References
References may be cited through the use of footnotes in the report’s text. Alternately, place a reference
number to a citation in parentheses or brackets at the end of a sentence in the text, like this [1] or (1) or
use the (Author, year) format.
Create a reference section at the end of the report that lists the full citations. Use a well-known
bibliographic format, preferably the Chicago Manual of Style (author-date system) or the APA (American
Psychological Association).
List complete references, including names of authors or editors; article title; chapter, book, journal, or
report title; publisher or issuing agency; location of publisher; year of publication; volume and issue or
report number; and page numbers.
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If numbered citations are used in the report, references should be listed in the order in which they are
referred to in the text. List each reference only once in this numbered list. Use the same number to refer
to that text multiple times. When numbered, references do not need to be alphabetical.
Attribute unpublished material, telephone conversations, and other personal communication in the
reference section. Your report may be returned to you if key information is missing.
For web sources, include the complete URL and the date accessed. Because of the impermanence of
web pages, be sure to include enough detail so that a user can find the source even if the URL changes
over time.
For more information on references, see the report template.
2.2.14 Appendices
Appendices, if used, are placed at the end of the research report, and consist of materials that support
the report but are not critical in understanding project results. Appendices follow the report body.







Label appendices by letter (Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C, etc.)
Include an unnumbered title page for each appendix. The title page should include the appendix
letter (e.g., Appendix A) and the appendix title.
Begin numbering each appendix after the title page. Use the following page numbering system
for each appendix: letter of appendix followed by a dash and page number (i.e., A-1, A-2, A-3,
etc., for Appendix A, B-1, B-2, B-3, etc., for Appendix B, etc.)
Where possible, reference appendices in the text.
Please use original (and not scanned) documents whenever possible. This allows for greater
accessibility for visually impaired readers.

2.2.15 Graphics
Because some readers may print reports in black-and-white, use colors that will allow for clear and
legible graphics to be printed in black-and-white. MnDOT acknowledges that this is not always possible.
Clarity can be created through the use of patterns such as lines, cross-hatching, and dots.







Embed graphics directly into the document. If you use a screenshot, make sure it is high
resolution. Do not use object links to other files. (An object link is a highlighted link to a separate
file, often a file that contains a graphic. Even if the separate file is provided, the file may not be
placed into the PDF during PDF conversion).
Make all efforts to avoid placing graphics in a landscape orientation, in which the report must be
turned sideways for viewing. If landscape orientation is unavoidable, place it so that the top of
the graphic is on the left side of the page.
Check to make sure that your colors convert properly after saving the file as a PDF document.
Include brief captions to describe each graphic.
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To enable accessibility, include alternative text descriptions for all images in the document,
including photographs, graphs, equations, charts, illustrations, and maps.
Keep the type size to 9 points or larger to ensure legibility.
Number tables and figures separately and consecutively as they appear, and use a two-number
format to indicate the chapter number (for example, Figure 1.1 is the first figure in Chapter
One). Use a period (i.e., 1.1) rather than a hyphen (i.e., 1-1) in your numbering scheme, because
Adobe Reader reads the latter as "one through one.”
Refer to each table and figure in the text.
Place table numbers and titles above the graphic. Place figure numbers and titles below the
graphic. All captions should be left-oriented (as opposed to centered above/below the
table/figure).
Illustrations do not always look the same in printed form as they do on a computer screen. Use
the highest possible resolution.

2.3 UNITS OF MEASURE
Following the lead of the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) November 25, 2008 memo (see
Appendix I), MnDOT reports should utilize English units of measurement, followed by metric units in
parentheses. For example, 19 inches would be written as “19 in (482.6 mm).”
Charts and graphs should be produced only with English units.
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CHAPTER 3: PREPARING THE ELECTRONIC FILE
The requirements in this chapter are critical to facilitating the electronic publishing of research reports.
3.1 ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING REQUIREMENTS
All research reports will be published as PDF files.
Remember also to follow the editorial guidelines in Chapter 2: Formatting the Report when creating the
report.
3.1.1 Software


It is required to use Microsoft Word to create the report. PIs should use MnDOT’s Microsoft
Word report template.



While the initial draft report can be submitted as a PDF, the draft used for editorial review must
be submitted to CTS as an editable Word document.

3.1.2 Graphics


Embed graphics directly into the document.



Do not use object links to other files. (An object link is a highlighted link to a separate file, often
a file that contains a graphic. Even if the separate file is provided, the file may not be placed into
the PDF during PDF conversion).



Figures and other images should be referenced and described within the text of the report.

3.1.3 Accessibility
Research projects funded by federal agencies, MnDOT and other state agencies, and the University of
Minnesota are required to make electronic products accessible to people with disabilities under Section
508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, and required by Minnesota State law as of 2009. See
http://www.section508.gov for more information. The federal General Services Administration also has
guidance and checklists for creating accessible documents. See
http://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/103565.
In order to make electronic research reports accessible with a screen reader to those with low vision,
please include alternative text descriptions for all images in the document, including photographs,
graphs, equations, charts, illustrations, maps, and static tables (i.e., tables where one cannot scroll
across rows). Table summaries are optional. See Appendix G for more instructions.
CTS will address other accessibility elements, including the use of heading tags to differentiate
document sections and verifying table formatting.
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3.1.4 Maps and Special Graphics
Some graphics cannot be easily placed within the body of a Word report.


If the graphic is small, generate a TIF file at a resolution of 200 dots per inch and import the TIF
file into your document.



If the graphic is large or created in specialized software, generate a PDF of the graphic from the
software. Insert the PDF into the appropriate place in the report.

3.1.5 Files


Include all parts of the report as one document.

3.1.6 Other Documents


Scan those documents that are not electronically available and provide them to CTS to scan into
the PDF report file.



Scan graphics at a resolution of 200 dots (pixels) per inch.

3.2 DELIVERABLE REQUIREMENTS
The PI is responsible for providing CTS with the complete report in Word; Microsoft Word 2010 or newer
is preferred. Note that the complete report should also include the title page and executive summary.
The final draft of the report must address all technical and editorial comments, and follow the standards
set forth in Chapter 2: Formatting the Report.
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CHAPTER 4: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: Why does it take 4 months to publish a research report?
A: The publication process involves the PI, TL/TAP, the Center for Transportation Studies, MnDOT
Research Services, and an outside editor. Once a draft is submitted, the report must undergo both a
technical and editorial review. Next, the PI then incorporates the reviewers’ suggestions and provides a
final draft to CTS. Finally, CTS addresses formatting and accessibility concerns before submitting to
MnDOT for approval. Because multiple entities are collaborating on multiple steps, it can take up to 4
months to finish the process.
Q: What if I need to use special software?
A: Often researchers use specialized software to generate maps, figures, or mathematical formulas. To
incorporate those maps, figures, or mathematical formulas into a document or PDF, generate a TIF file
from the specialized software and import the TIF file into the document in the location where you want
the graphic to appear. If this does not work, generate a PDF of the graphic from the software for CTS to
insert into the final PDF report file. Please note the PDF of the graphic will take at least one page, even if
it appears less than one page. If it is not possible to generate a PDF of the graphic, scan the graphic and
provide the scan to CTS.
Q: What if I have documents that are not available in electronic form?
A: If you have documents as part of your report that are not electronically available, scan those
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Q: Who prepares the cover?
A: Do not prepare a cover. CTS will prepare the report cover with the correct report number and
incorporate it into the final PDF.
Q: Why is it important for me to provide keyword descriptors about the project?
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descriptors help users locate your report on the Web.
Q: What is covered in the editorial review?
A: The primary purpose of the editorial review is to assure conformity with the research report
guidelines. The editor checks heading format consistency, formatting of references, page numbering,
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varying rules on whether permission is needed to use graphics.
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APPENDIX F
RULES FOR WRITING METRIC SYMBOLS AND NAMES

RULES FOR WRITING METRIC SYMBOLS AND NAMES


Print unit symbols in upright type and in lower case except for liter (L) or unless the unit name is
derived from a proper name.



Print unit names in lower case, even those derived from a proper name.



Print decimal prefixes in lower case for magnitudes 10³ and lower (that is, k, m, μ, and n) and
print the prefixes in upper case for magnitudes 106 and higher (that is, M and G).



Leave a space between a numeral and a symbol (write 45 kg or 37 ° C, not 45kg or 37°C or 37°
C).



Do not use a degree mark (°) with Kelvin temperature (write K, not °K).



Do not leave a space between a unit symbol and its decimal prefix (write kg, not k g).



Do not use the plural of unit symbols (write 45 kg, not 45 kgs), but do use the plural of written
unit names (several kilograms).



For technical writing, use symbols in conjunction with numerals (the area is 10 m2); write out
unit names if numerals are not used (carpet is measured in square meters). Numerals may be
combined with written unit names in nontechnical writing (10 meters).



Indicate the product of two or more units in symbolic form by using a dot positioned above the
line (kg·m·s²).



Do not mix names and symbols (write N·m or Newton meter, not N·meter or newton·m)



Do not use a period after a symbol (write “12 g”, not “12 g.”) except when it occurs at the end of
a sentence.

RULES FOR WRITING NUMBERS


Always use decimals, not fractions (write 0.75 g, not ¾ g).



Use a zero before the decimal marker for values less than one (write 0.45 g, not .45 g).



Use spaces instead of commas to separate blocks of three digits for any number over four digits
(write 45 138 kg or 0.004 46 kg or 4371 kg). This is because in the United States, the decimal
marker is a period; in other countries a comma usually is used. Note that this does not apply to
the expression of amounts of money.
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CONVERSION AND ROUNDING


When converting numbers from inch-pounds to metric, round the metric value to the same
number of digits as there were in the inch-pound number (11 miles at 1.609 km/mi equals
17.699 km, which rounds to 18 km).



Convert mixed inch-pound units (feet and inches, pounds and ounces) to the smaller inch-pound
unit before converting to metric rounding (10 feet, 3 inches, = 123 inches; 123 inches x 25.4 mm
= 3124.2 mm; round to 3124 mm).



In a “soft” conversion, an inch-pound measurement is mathematically converted to its exact (or
nearly exact) metric equivalent. With “hard” conversion, a new rounded, rationalized metric
number is created that is convenient to work with and remember.

VISUALIZING METRIC
A few basic comparisons are worth remembering to help visualize metric:


-One millimeter is about 1/25 inch or slightly less than the thickness of a dime.
-One meter is the length of a yard plus about 3-1/3 inches.
-One gram is about the mass (weight) of a large paper clip.
-One kilogram is about the mass (weight) of a softbound model building code book (2.2 pounds).
-One liter is about the volume of a 4 inch cube (100 mm x 100 mm x 100 mm). One liter of water
has a mass of 1 kilogram.



-One inch is 1/64 inch longer than 25 mm (1 inch = 25.4 mm; 25 mm = 63/64 inch).
Four inches are about 1/16 longer than 100 mm (4 inches = 101.6 mm; 100 mm = 3-15/16
inches).
-One foot is about 3/16 inch longer than 300 mm (12 inches = 304.8 mm; 300 mm = 11-13/16
inches).
-Four feet are about ¾ inch longer than 1200 mm (4 feet = 1219.2 mm; 1200 mm = 3 feet, 11 ¼
inches).



The metric equivalent of a typical 2-foot by 4-foot ceiling grid is 600 x 1200 mm, so metric ceiling
tiles and lighting fixtures are about 3/8 inch smaller in one dimension and ¾ inch smaller in the
other.



Similarly, the metric equivalent of a 4 by 8 sheet of plywood or drywall is 1200 x 2400 mm, so
metric sheets are about ¾ inch narrower and 1 ½ inches shorter.
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“Rounding down” from multiples of 4 inches to multiples of 100 mm makes dimensions exactly
1.6 percent smaller and areas about 3.2 percent smaller. About 3/16 inch is lost in every linear
foot.

The metric units in this guide are those adopted by the U.S. government (see the Federal Register of
December 20, 1990; Federal Standard 376A, Preferred Metric for Use by the Federal Government; and PB
89-226922, Metric Handbook for Federal Officials). They are identical to the units in the following
publications, which constitute the standard reference works on metric in the United States:


ASTM E 621, Standard Practice for Use of Metric (SI) Units in Building Design and Construction, and



IEEE/ASTM SI-10, Standard for Use of the International System of Units (SI) – The Modern Metric
System (revision and redesignation of IEEE Standard 268 and ASTM E 380).

For editorial matters, also refer to:


American National Metric Council, Metric Editorial Guide, and



U.S. Metric Association, Metric Units of Measure and Style Guide.
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APPENDIX G
SECTION 508 COMPLIANCE: MAKING AN ACCESSIBLE
DOCUMENT

ALTERNATIVE TEXT DESCRIPTIONS
Figures that contain meaningful information should be described in detail to provide understanding for
those with visual impairments. If the caption is sufficiently descriptive or there is a thorough explanation
of the figure in the report text, then the author may determine that no alternative text description is
necessary. Alternative text should provide more detail than what’s available in the report text or
caption; there is no need to use alternative text to duplicate information that’s already available.
If the figure is a photograph and the caption doesn’t adequately capture the meaning, draft a text
description that does.
If the figure is a graph, make sure the alternative text clearly explains the type of data depicted and its
meaning.
Equations will appear tagged as figures in the text; they will not be read well by the screen reader.
Generally, equations can simply be described as “Equation.”
Here are a few samples of figures and their accompanying alternative text:

Caption: HumanFIRST immersive driving simulator.
Alternative Text Description: Image depicting the experiment's full-size Saturn driving simulator with
210 degrees of simulated environment.
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Caption: LCD screen used to deliver work zone messages.
Alternative Text Description: Image depicting the mock-smartphone to deliver the work zone messages
through a 7" LCD screen.

Caption: Modeled MN US Hwy 169 roadway containing simulated work zones.
Alternative Text Description: Satellite road map illustrating the highway between Jordan and Belle
Plaine, MN, with time (12min) and distance (8.9mi) labels.
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Caption: National fatal passenger vehicle driver crash involvements per 100 million vehicle miles
traveled by age group, 2007 (Source: Cicchino & McCartt, 2014).
Alternative Text Description: National fatal passenger vehicle driver crash involvements per 100 million
vehicle miles traveled by age group, 2007 data. Highest rates are for those below 25 years of age and
over 75 years of age.
ADDING DESCRIPTIONS
Alternative text descriptions should be embedded directly into your report figures in Microsoft Word.
The instructions and screen shots below apply to the 2013 and 2016 versions of Word.
If you are using an earlier version of the software:



Microsoft Word 2007 or earlier: right-click the image and select “Format Picture,” then select
the “Alt Text” tab.
Microsoft Word 2010: right-click the image and select “Size,” then select the “Alt Text” tab.

In Microsoft Word 2013 or 2016:
1. Right-click the figure and select “Format Picture.”
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2. When you select “Format Picture,” a menu will appear on the right side of your screen. There
will be four icons across the top of the menu; click on the third icon from the left.
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3. Click on the tiny arrow next to “Alt Text.”

4. Enter the alternative text into the “Description” box. There is no need to add a figure title, as it
should be contained in the caption itself.
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5. Once you enter the text, click anywhere in the report body to return to editing. While it’s
recommended to save your document frequently, there’s no separate “save” or “OK” button for
alternative text descriptions.
6. You may provide table summaries in a similar fashion. This step helps the tables be more
accessible, and should especially be used if the table and its implications are not well described
in the report text.

CREATING THE ADA-TAGGED PDF
CTS will take responsibility for converting the Word document to a PDF, ensuring the presence of
alternative text, and tagging the PDF’s elements.
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APPENDIX H
CHECKLIST FOR SUBMISSION OF REPORTS

MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF RESEARCH & INNOVATION
CHECKLIST FOR SUBMISSION OF RESEARCH REPORTS
When you feel you are ready to submit your first copy of a draft research report, please
use this list as a guideline to ensure that the basic elements of the report are included
and are accurate before submitting the draft to the Center for Transportation Studies.
□ Clearly mark the initial submission “Draft.” Remove “Draft” from the Final Submission.
□ Verify correct use of MnDOT reference; it must appear as “Minnesota Department of Transportation
(MnDOT)” in first reference, then as “MnDOT” in subsequent references.
□ All abbreviations/acronyms must be spelled out on the first reference.
□ Report must include a table of contents, a list of figures, and a list of tables, each beginning on a
separate page.
□ Check for inclusion of an executive summary and an Introduction (Chapter One is always the
Introduction).
□ Number pages starting with the introduction; center page numbers at the bottom of the page.
□ Appendices should have their own cover page and their own numbering system (i.e., A-1, A-2, A-3,
etc., for Appendix A, and B-1, B-2, B-3, etc., for Appendix B and others). Appendix cover page includes
the appendix number and title, but is not numbered.
□ Be sure the report includes a chapter on conclusions and recommendations and that they are clear.
□ Spell-check the document.
□ Make sure all graphics are present and labeled. Do not use object links to other files.
□ Be sure that graphics include text descriptions.
□ Make sure all copyright permissions are secured.
□ Please e-mail reports to your MnDOT Project Coordinator to begin the technical review.

The Electronic Publishing Guidelines and template can be found at:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/research/forms.html
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